If You take your Food Plots Seriously, then You need Serious Equipment.

Kasco knows how to offer quality. And Kasco knows how to offer value.

The Plotters’ Choice offers both!

Kasco’s PLOTTERS’ CHOICE is the most versatile food plot planter on the market.
A true DRILL for Row Crops…
A SEEDER for Grasses…

Kasco’s long history of producing quality agricultural implements shows in the PLOTTERS’ CHOICE....construction...design....operation VALUE

170 West 600 North
Shelbyville, Indiana 46176
(800) 458-9129
www.kascomfg.com
Adding Versatility and Value
Produce BIG BUCKS without Investing Big Bucks!

The Most Versatile Implement of its Kind on the Market, the PLOTTERS’ CHOICE offers you more seeding options:

- Attach the Seed Drop Tubes to the Baffle Chute for use as a Broadcast Seeder when planting Grasses
- Attach the Seed Drop Tubes to the Opening Shoes for use as a No-Till Drill when planting Row Crops such as Corn

Switch Between Broadcast Seeding and Drilling in a Matter of Minutes.

Kasco’s Unique Seed-Metering System allows the Main Seed Box to handle a wide variety of seed sizes.

All of the PLOTTERS’ CHOICE Ground-Engaging Components are Rolling; There are no Shanks to Drag Trash.

Choice of 3-Point or ATV Pull-Type